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INTRODUCTION

Cybersecurity has become a major issue for commercial 
real estate in many more ways than previously 
anticipated. Ongoing vigilance – making security a part 
of the culture of your organization – is the best defense 
against a data breach. This is the third in a series of 
articles addressing cybersecurity issues in commercial 
real estate.  

In the first article, we discussed the value of data as a 
corporate resource and how processes and procedures 
need to be put in place to protect it. By focusing on 
vulnerabilities inside and outside the organization, 
minding third party interactions, educating your 
employees, and recognizing that security is everyone’s 
job, companies can create an environment that 
is “security aware” and vigilant against unwanted 
intrusions.

In the second article, we explained how data  
governance has become a critical issue, why data life 
cycles need to be defined, why data governance should 
be everyone’s concern, and explored how data should 
be handled and protected. Data protection is only as 
strong as the weakest link in the process.
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This article looks specifically at the growing trend  
of “smart buildings” and the cyber issues surrounding 
the technologies and tools used to create and manage 
internet-enabled buildings. Due to the rapid increase 
of Smart Cities and Smart Building technology, 
commercial real estate companies are having trouble 
keeping up with the rapid and pervasive changes 
occurring in building management. It is becoming  
more difficult to maintain proper policies and 
procedures for data management and sound data 
governance practices.  

From smart cities to BIMs (Building Information 
Modeling) to third parties to telecommuting, there 
are no more islands in our commercial real estate 
world. There are dangerous entry points everywhere. 
Integration is becoming the norm and the ability to 
manage data within this integrated ecosystem has 
never been more important. Throughout this article 
we provide a series of questions to help you begin the 
process of verifying that your building/space is capable 
of protecting tenants (and you) from data theft.

SMART CITIES

A smart city is an urban area that uses different types  
of electronic data collection sensors to supply 
information which is used to manage assets and 
resources efficiently. This includes data collected 
from citizens, devices, and assets that are processed 
and analyzed to monitor and manage traffic and 
transportation systems, power plants, water supply 
networks, waste management, law enforcement, 
information systems, parking, schools, libraries, 
hospitals, and other community services.1

The smart city concept integrates information and 
communication technology (ICT), and various physical 
devices connected to the network (the Internet of things 
or IoT) to optimize the efficiency of city operations and 
services and connect to citizens.2,3 Smart city technology 
enables better decisions in governance, design, and 
implementation/operation.

As a result of the smart city evolution, cities are 
becoming huge data centers. A great example of this is 

a Geographic Information System (GIS). GIS has been 
used by cities for many years now for more informed 
decision-making. Cities are realizing that their dispatch 
centers, sensors, meters, detectors, and traffic controls 
generate a lot of data which can be mined to better 
understand how buildings, streets and other assets 
can be used, optimized, and made safer. As this usage 
expands, cities must protect the data from inappropriate 
access (think a driver changing a traffic light so they 
don’t have to stop), and do triage to decide which data 
to analyze and use.

Likewise, as cities are collecting data on public and 
privately owned buildings, owners must be aware 
of what data the city is collecting on their buildings 
and how that data is being protected and used. In 
turn, tenants must be aware of what data the landlord 
collects, can collect, or is being required to collect, by 
the city.  As we will see below, clauses to that effect 
should be incorporated in commercial leases.

SMART BUILDINGS

Smart buildings are defined as structures in which 
automated processes and devices are used to control 
and monitor building operations. As these systems are 
implemented and ultimately integrated electronically 
(moving from a “dumb” building to a “smart” building) 
opportunities are created for increased efficiencies.  
These systems, when connected to the internet without 
appropriate security features, are what lead to increased 
risks of cyberattacks.  

Early Building Information Modeling systems (BIMs) 
allowed building professionals (architects, engineers, 
builders, consultants, etc.) to work from the same 
model and digital platform. As BIMs evolved to be 
more sophisticated, they collected working, walking, 
and daily practice user patterns, enabling interior 
spaces to better adapt to end-users needs and practices.  
This enhanced the user’s comfort and productivity 
and resulted in more flexible spaces. As the internet 
expanded, Building Automated Control Systems 
(BACs) were integrated into the overall BIM approach.  
As each new system was integrated into the overall 
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building management system, the opportunities for 
cyberattacks multiplied. Today the entry points for a 
cyberattack have expanded.  

Table 1 from the Deloitte study on “Evolving  
Cyber-Risk in Commercial Real Estate”4 shows that 
while all property owners and tenants have some  
degree of exposure to cyberattack, hotel and retail 
property types are relatively more vulnerable (horizontal 
blue dotted lines in Table 1). Additionally,  
data centers are one of the more vulnerable property 
types in this category due to their network connections 
and the servers they manage. Web servers, networks, 
and cloud create entry points on both tenants and 
landlords systems (vertical blue dotted lines in Table 1). 

Open guest Wi-Fi access are particularly easy targets. 
Knowing where a building is vulnerable is the first step 
in creating an appropriate defense and response plan.

The Deloitte study explains very well how, at the 
corporate level, the “…growing use of web-based 
transactions with tenants and vendors, use of cloud 
services, use of smartphones and tablets under bring 
your own device (BYOD) policy, and social media 
presence create multiple access points for the personal 
data stored by [commercial real estate] companies…”;5 
and how, at the asset level, “…the interconnectedness 
through internet protocol-based networks, HVAC 
and other industrial control systems, and open Wi-Fi 
networks increase data vulnerability…”6

Note: High to low is defined by the level of risk exposure for each property type by each entry point. 

Source: Evolving cyber-risk in Commercial real estate, p.4. Deloitte Center for Financial Services analysis

High Medium Low

Table 1 : Vulnerabilities by Property Type
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However, users and clients typically do not ask 
cybersecurity questions on the construction/
rehabilitation/tenant improvements deliverables 
– still considering them to be a design and facility 
management exercise more concerned about where 
partitions and electric outlets are placed, rather than 
how a system can be hacked. Table 2 provides a 
representative sample of key questions that should be 
asked in every commercial lease.

The more developers and owners add technology 
and IoT to manage their buildings, the higher the 
risk of making their structures less flexible to tenants’ 
business needs. This occurs because the owner/tenant 
technologies compete with each other via conflicting 
technologies or bandwidth protocols. This conflict 
creates even more vulnerability points, leading to less-
secure buildings and more access to sensitive data.

UPDATED DUE DILIGENCE 

The increased use of Building Management Systems 
(BMS) and intelligent buildings is adding layers of 
complexity in the commercial real estate business and 
changing owner-tenant dynamics. Owners’ IT systems 
are more and more connected with their tenants 
systems, creating new reciprocal vulnerabilities as they 
become each other’s third party risk.

Office buildings typically market and document in  
their leases physical security whether through the 
presence of a security desk or doorman, or ID cards 
or key fobs containing personal information, hours 
of operations, video surveillance in parking lots etc. 
However, secure IT infrastructure is not yet considered 
part of the amenity package.

Similarly, cybersecurity questions ought to be part of 
acquisition and investment due diligence and contracts.  
Property Condition Assessment (PCA) reports 
continue to follow checklists for HVAC and other 
electrical, plumbing and mechanical systems by type, 
capacity, condition, defaults and cost to cure. Beyond 
the physical condition and soundness characteristics, 
they do not raise awareness of the cyber hygiene of 
those building systems. The same questions you ask 

Table 2: Cyber Questions to Consider  
in a Lease

• What are the security controls and  
maintenance over:
• Lighting
• HVAC
• Building/garage security and access  

(badges, FOBs…)
• Shared building internet connectivity
• Building Wi-Fi networks
• Building lobby directory kiosks

• Which machines and usual practices are 
controlled by computers?

• Are there other IoT in the building our own 
premises have access to?

• What due diligence do you do to secure the 
systems of your 3rd Party Contractors?

• Are there any systems connected to several 
tenants?

• Can you require a cyber assessment?

• Has the building ever been hacked through  
its systems?

when signing a lease, you should ask in your property 
acquisition.

DEVELOPING A DEFENSE AND RESPONSE 
(D&R) PLAN

There are several key components in managing a smart 
building. First, separate the corporate network from the 
infrastructure network. Doing so will eliminate “cross 
contamination” should one network be compromised.

Second, increase communication between IT, Facilities 
Management, Engineering, and business. Each area 
should be communicating what has connection to 
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the internet and how that connection is being used, 
managed, and protected.  

Finally, ensure that third parties are involved in the 
reporting, oversight, management, and protection of 
data access. Everyone who has access to the building’s 
data must be involved in protecting it.

Because many Building Automated Control Systems 
(BACs) controls and IoT devices are very limited 
in their configuration capabilities, proper product 
selection is imperative. During product selection 
and implementation it is important to consider that 
some BACs control consoles offer/require two factor 
authentication (2FA). If possible, avoid systems that 
only use passwords which are shared among users.  
Evaluation of the security between BACs management 
software and the controllers themselves is also required.  
All vendors must go through security assessment, even 
non-traditional ones such as mechanical maintenance 
vendors. It is imperative that BACs vendors meet the 
security strategy of your organization. This is best done 
by including Information Security management and 
not relying solely on IT operations. As part of this 
process encourage the BACs developer and installer 
to suggest security configuration and architecture 
recommendations based off their previous experiences.  
Compare these suggestions with IT operations 
directives to determine the ultimate configuration  
of the systems.

RESPONSE AND RECOVERY PLANS

Incident response is how you respond when an incident 
happens. Since the risk of an attack is no longer a 
question of if, but when and how bad, preparedness is 
key.  The recent devastating hurricanes have highlighted 
the need for physical preparedness. But just as cities 
are planning for more resilience to their power grids, 
companies need to prepare for cybersecurity resilience.  
It all starts with a sound data governance plan as was 
discussed in our previous articles.  

In preparing for business continuity and disaster 
recovery (they are not the same), the assessment and 
triage of which are the most valuable and/or exposed 

data and systems come first. Planning – which 
should be driven by strategic goals – should not be 
underestimated. As an IT exercise, planning can be an 
opportunity to ask which data, products, and services 
do we protect and restore first, and why and how. It can 
also be used to update and/or discard obsolete policies 
and procedures, while identifying new ones necessary to 
protect data in the new ecosystem.

Table 3 provides an initial overview of the key 
components of a disaster recovery plan. Business 
practices and expectations have evolved over time: 
initially recovery addressed physical damage such as 

Table 3: How to Build a Disaster  
Recovery Plan

A business continuity plan is proactive and 
meant to protect the business when normal 
operations are interrupted.

A disaster recovery plan refers to the ability  
to restore applications and data, and is typically  
a subset of a business continuity plan. It  
should include:

• Communicating the importance of the  
plan so it is not viewed as a mere compliance  
checklist

• Identifying key stakeholders internally and 
externally

• Defining how key stakeholders will be reached 
and how they stay in communication with  
one another

• Delineating roles so everyone on the list  
knows what to do and when

• Designing disaster exercises and practice 
rehearsals at regular intervals

• Having a communication plan (both internal 
and external) ready after the incident
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flood or fire. Then it added terrorist attacks. Now 
cybersecurity is a key focus. A 24-hour recovery 
process, while still good, is no longer the gold standard.  
Companies must be able to “recover on the fly” in terms 
of continuous operations, while aggressively stopping 
and removing the effects of a cyberattack. Exercises and 
tests should be conducted regularly with clear results 
that are actionable into quantifiable improvements.

INSURANCE

When it comes to cyber insurance, there are various 
types of coverage. These include:

• Data privacy
• Breach or loss of data
• Regulatory fines and penalties for data breaches
• Cyber extortion
• Business interruption
• Claims from third parties 
• Physical losses (property and bodily damages) 

Currently, insurance companies are not specifically 
addressing smart building technologies in their 
evaluations. The focus is more on traditional IT and 
Security Operations functions. In talking with various 
insurance companies, it is not clear whether a claim 
would be paid out if the breach originated from a 
controller or IoT device.  It might be, but it might not 
be. To be sure, you should have scenario conversations 
with your broker to understand what is covered and 
what is not.  

Unlike property or general liability policies which 
are fairly standardized, prices and exclusions of cyber 
policies vary widely. Cyber insurance applications used 
to be very specific but recently, as insurers came to the 
conclusion that technology changes too rapidly to keep 
the applications accurate, and courts have rendered 
inconsistent verdicts, the industry has made a change in 
philosophy and clauses are getting more generic. 

The good news is that if you adopt best security 
practices and develop a robust and current disaster 
recovery plan, your insurance premium is likely  
to be minimized.

When filling out the questionnaire for cybersecurity 
insurance, pay careful attention to the wording of 
the questions. If a question asks if you have certain 
documents and/or procedures in place, make sure to 
include those documents and procedures with the 
questionnaire. Many companies have purchased  
cyber insurance only to find out that the policy did 
not pay because the policies and procedures listed in 
the questionnaire did not exist, were not updated, or 
were not followed. Table 4 lists questions that should 
be asked of the insurance company providing the cyber 
coverage and your team completing the questionnaire.  
While not inclusive of all questions, these provide a  
key starting point to ensure that your cyberattack  
will be covered.

Table 4: Cyber Insurance Questions

To the insurance company:

• What are the exclusions: usual ones are  
product design, software, and reputation  
losses; are there others?

• Are phishing attacks covered? Courts have 
rendered conflicting verdicts.

As you fill out the questionnaire:

• What is your preference for network and 
information security liability, communications 
and media liability, and regulatory defense 
expenses?

• Do you have a formal program in place to  
test or audit network security controls?

• Do you send or accept financial transactions 
intended for deposit, via the use of remote 
deposit capture technology (RDC)?
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CONCLUSION

As discussed in the previous two articles in this series, 
cyber risk is a strategic issue for any business, no 
matter the size. It begins with the board of directors 
and should permeate throughout the organization.  
The need for adequate policies and procedures, staff 
training, data governance, and adequate budget cannot 
be overemphasized. 

Beyond the data collection issues, connectivity is 
becoming a new analytical factor for some investors.  
These investors are exploring smart cities opportunities 
and are seeking new metrics beyond the classic supply 
and demand approach in order to future-proof their 
investments.7 With more and more data being collected 
and utilized by smart cities, we must now recognize and 
incorporate various partners in protecting the assets 
(physical and digital).

Viewing cybersecurity risks as investment risks factors, 
the SEC signaled it was an issue not only for companies 
and their customers or trade partners, but also for 
their investors. The SEC started issuing cybersecurity 
disclosures guidelines in 2011 and reinforced them in 
February 2018.8 In the 2018 release, the SEC stressed 
the need for up-to-date policies and procedures, and 
expanding the disclosure requirement to address 
how board of directors oversee the management of 
cybersecurity. 

Becoming cyber safe is a partnership with the city, 
the utility companies, building maintenance firms, 
owners, tenants, investors, and anyone else who 
interacts digitally with the assets. Smart, well-managed 
buildings bring added value both to the end-users and 
the owners/investors. These smart buildings should also 
balance business and security needs. With too little 
focus on security, the risk of cyberattack skyrockets.  
Too much focus on security may restrict a company’s 
ability to get work done.  

In these three articles we have attempted to raise 
awareness of cybersecurity issues related to commercial 

real estate business. The first article discussed the value 
of data as a corporate resource and how processes and 
procedures need to be put in place to protect it. The 
second article explained how data governance has 
become a critical issue, why data life cycles need to 
be defined, why data governance should be everyone’s 
concern, and explored how data should be handled and 
protected. This third article addressed key questions 
around commercial smart buildings and the growing 
trend of integrating these into smart city ecosystems.  
In each of the boxes in this article we have provided a 
limited set of questions that are part of the diagnostic 
tools we use to assess the cyber readiness of buildings. 
If you can answer and provide documentation for each 
of these questions, you have a good start on practicing 
commercial real estate in the age of smart buildings. •
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